Introduction
Consider in an Euclidean space R n , (n > 3), a system of p + 1 closed where x' denotes the central projection of the point x on the unitary sphere u>, with centre (0,0,...,0). We then have x = \x\x'. Assume that F(x') satisfies on the sphere u the condition (2) \F{x')-F{y')\<Kw\x' 0 < hu < 1, ku > 0, and, moreover, the condition
Ul
After Zygmund ([6] , p. 468-505) and Pogorzelski ([4] , p. 8), we define the singular integral (4) f
where denotes the set of all points y of the set Q satisfying the condition \x -y| > e.
Let us now recall the definition of a certain class of the functions introduced by Pogorzelski ([4], p.6) in connection with investigation of properties of multidimensional singular integral (4).
We denote by the class of all complex functions f(x) defined for x £ f2 and satisfying the conditions ( 
5)
\x-x a \ a \f(x)\<fij,
where \x -y\ denotes the Euclidean distance of two arbitrary points x and y situated within any of the regions iii, , ---ifip+i;^« is the point of one of the surfaces So, Si,..., S p for which the distance \x -x s | reaches, for a fixed x £ ii, a lower limit. We assume that \x -x s | < |y -j/ s | and parameters a and h are fixed for a given class and satisfy the conditions 
Statement of the problem
Consider in the set SI a system of nonlinear integral equations
n with unknown functions {v-y(®)}-Y€T> where T is an arbitrary set of indices.
We make the following assumptions: I. SI is defined as in Section 1.
II. Nu(x,u)
is a complex function defined as follows in the domain {(x,u) : x e R n -{0}, u € ft} that |x -x s | < |x -x s |. The same assumption we made with respect to pair of the points y,y.
Proof of the existence of a solution of (9)
Consider a set C(Sl) consisting of all complex functions f(x) defined in the set il, continuous in every region ilj, j = 1,2,..., p + 1, and satisfying the condition
where a and h are constants appearing in the assumptions (14), (15).
In the usual way we define the sum of two elements of this set and the product of an element of this set and a real number. Hence the set C(il) is a linear space. Consider the set A = liver ^v being a Cartesian product of the spaces A", where A" = C(il) for each f £T. The set A consists of all systems {y>i/( x )}i/eT complex functions, defined and continuous on il. In the space A^, v £ T, we define the norm ||<,p(x)|| of its point <p(x) by the formula convex and compact, (cf. e.g. [2], pp. 158-159, 250-252) .
Basing on (9) 
< [C[(M' + MR) + C'2{K' + KR) + Kj]\x -x|\ u € T, (27)

Mf + C\(M' + MR) + C2{K' -I-KR) < R, Kf + C[(M' + MR) + C'2{K' + KR) < R.
Simple calculation leads to the conclusion that if (28)
then we can choose R in such a way that the system (27) holds. Namely, we can take
Hence, if the constants of the problem satisfy the conditions (28), then with R defined by (29) the operation (22) transforms the set Z into itself. Now we shall show that the transformation (22) Hence all assumptions of Schauder-Tikhonov theorem are satisfied. By this theorem, the system (9) has at least one solution U*(x) = {<fl(x)}"gx in the set Z. So we have the following result.
